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Jun is an outcast, in every sense of the word. She used to be
a soldier and, now that she has returned home, her life will
never be the same. She is homeless and terrified. Though she
has a community of veterans who are in similarly desperate
situations, she is too guarded to really connect to anyone. Her
only companion is a stray dog, who is with her in her loneliest
moments. Jun and her fellow vets struggle with addiction, and
the search for her next supply of prescription drugs is what keeps
her going most days. But then she meets Leona, a woman with a
genuinely good heart who owns a ramen shop. She tries to feed
as many of the hopeless vets as she can and takes Jun under
her wing, offering Jun friendship and emotional safety--things she
hasn’t had since before the war. Jun is resistant to any kind of
connection. Sometimes, it feels safer to just stay protected so she
doesn’t have to feel the pain that threatens to overwhelm her.
PTSD is a dark graphic novel that outlines the trauma and
loneliness of being a war veteran, but in a fictional setting. This
book could be very upsetting to those with any experience with
war or PTSD. Jun lives a very heavy existence. She struggles
with flashbacks, prescription drug addiction, and violent mood
swings. Though these symptoms are often the reality for those
coming back from war, the book is so depressing that it distracts
from the real plot of the story. It is very difficult to follow Jun’s
story line because of the violence, language, and depravity that
sometimes seems a bit gratuitous. The focus on the darkness
in the novel also left little room for character development. One
particular character, Leona, is not struggling from PTSD and
seeks to aid those suffering, but even she is somewhat unoriginal
and not especially relatable because of poor characterization.
All in all, PTSD covers extremely important themes that are
underrepresented in young adult literature. However, its mature
content makes it suitable only to older readers.
*Contains severe language, severe violence, and moderate
substance abuse
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